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1997-98 NEWS RELEASES

8-7-97....DEAN'S LIST, SPRING 1997-98 (HOMETOWNS)
8-7-97....FAST FORWARD; A NEW PROGRAM AIDS TO INCREASE GIRLS' INTEREST IN ENGINEERING, SCIENCE & MATH
8-14-97....MONEY MAGAZINE RANKS ROSE-HULMAN 8TH AS A TOP VALUE FOR TECHNICAL & SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION
8-20-97....HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS UNCOVER SCIENTIFIC WONDERS AT ROSE-HULMAN (CATAPULT I)
8-21-97....SCHOOL ZONE BRIEFS...NEW FRESHMEN BRING LOFTY CREDENTIALS TO R-H...R-H VICE PRESIDENT GETS STUDENT LIFE AWARD...R-H FRATERNITY GETS NATIONAL SERVICE AWARDS
8-22-97....BACK TO SCHOOL STORY IDEAS...REDUCING THE STRESS OF BEING A FRESHMAN, FRESHMEN START THEIR CAREER PLANNING BEFORE THEIR FIRST FINAL, FACULTY STARTING A NEW ACADEMIC YEAR WITH NEW IDEAS, LAPTOPS A REQUIREMENT FOR FRESHMEN, STUDENTS CREATE HOMEWORK HOTLINE TO ENCOURAGE YOUNG ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS, CREATING FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS
8-25-97....EDUCATION, GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS OFFICIALS DISCUSS FUTURE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE EDUCATION
8-25-97....LOCAL STUDENTS UNCOVER SCIENTIFIC WONDERS AT R-H (CATAPULT II)
8-27-97....AERIAL ROBOTICS TEAM MEMBERS HELP TEAM GET OFF GROUND, FINISH FIFTH IN NATIONAL CONTEST (HOMETOWN)
8-27-97....USX FOUNDATION GIVES $25,000 GRANT TO START ENERGY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
8-27-97....R-H TENNIS TEAM EARNS NATIONAL ACADEMIC HONOR; THREE INDIVIDUALS NAMED SCHOLAR ATHLETE ALL-AMERICANS
9-3-97....SCHOOL ZONE NEWS BRIEFS...STUDENTS ATTEND PROGRAM THAT ENCOURAGES GIRLS' INTEREST IN SCIENCE..."HOMEWORK HOTLINE" PREPARING TO HELP STUDENTS UNDERSTAND MATH...R-H HOSTING EXPLORE ENGINEERING PROGRAM...CITY COUNCILMAN SENDS ENGINEERING EXPERTISE TO R-H STUDENTS...PROFESSOR TAKING CLOSE LOOK AT EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
9-5-97....OPERA, BLUEGRASS & BROADWAY PART OF R-H FINE ARTS SERIES
9-8-97....HALL OF FAME WEEKEND FEATURES HOME OPENER FOR FOOTBALL, VOLLEYBALL & SOCCER
9-10-97....SCHOOL ZONE NEWS BRIEFS...STUDENTS GET EARLY START ON PREPARING FOR INTERVIEWS...R-H STUDENTS EXPAND GLOBAL HORIZONS IN GERMANY...FACULTY, STAFF GET HIGH MARKS FROM R-H STUDENTS...USC GRANT TO START ENERGY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
9-11-97....VOLLEYBALL INVITATIONAL WILL BE FIRST ATHLETIC EVENT IN ROSE-HULMAN'S SPORTS AND RECREATION CENTER
9-12-97....CAREER-RELATED STORY IDEAS...THOSE FRESHMEN START THEIR JOB SEARCH BEFORE THEIR FIRST FINAL...CREATING FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS...FREE LONG DISTANCE PHONE AND FAX SERVICES GIVE STUDENTS ADVANTAGE IN JOB SEARCH...A CAREER FAIR THAT HAS SPECIAL APPEAL...ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
9-15-97....ATHLETIC TEAMS HIT THE ROAD; FOOTBALL LOOKS TO EVEN RECORD AT MILSAPS COLLEGE
9-17-97....RECORD ENROLLMENT AT ROSE-HULMAN
9-17-97....ELEVEN INDUCTEES MAKE UP ROSE-HULMAN'S ATHLETIC HALL OF FAME (HOMETOWNS)
9-22-97....HOMECOMING WEEKEND FILLED WITH HOME ATHLETIC EVENTS; GRIDDERS HOST CHICAGO
9-22-97....ROSE-HULMAN HOMECOMING ACTIVITIES BEGIN THURSDAY
9-23-97...SIX ROSE-HULMAN STUDENTS FINALISTS FOR HOMECOMING QUEEN CROWN
9-23-97...SCHOOL ZONE NEWS BRIEFS...CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPT. GETS $76,000 FOR SUPERPAVE PROGRAM...GREGGS MOVES OVER TO FINANCIAL AID DIRECTOR'S POST...R-H HOSTING LEADERSHIP SATELLITE TELECONFERENCE OCT. 16...R-H PROFESSOR NAMED NEW FACULTY FELLOW...FIVE STUDENTS BECOME FIRST INDUCTEES IN R-H HISPANIC HONORARY
9-24-97...EIFERT RESIGNS AS ACADEMIC VP; FARBROTHER INTERIM VP WHILE NATIONAL SEARCH UNDER WAY
9-26-97...BRAZIL'S JENA RINGO NAMED ROSE-HULMAN HOMECOMING QUEEN
9-29-97...FOOTBALL, VOLLEYBALL BEGIN ICAC PLAY; WOMEN'S TENNIS AT ICAC CHAMPIONSHIP
9-30-97...TOPPIN NAMED LEAGUE SOCCER PLAYER OF THE WEEK
9-30-97...HOMECOMING QUEEN FINALISTS (HOMETOWNS)
9-30-97...CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPT. GETS $76,000 FOR SUPERPAVE PROGRAM
9-30-97...GREGGS MOVES OVER TO FINANCIAL AID DIRECTOR'S POST
9-30-97...R-H HOSTING LEADERSHIP SATELLITE TELECONFERENCE OCT. 16
9-30-97...WAYNE PADGETT NAMED SLOAN NEW FACULTY FELLOW
9-30-97...FAST FORWARD - LOCAL STUDENT ATTENDS PROGRAM THAT ENCOURAGES GIRLS' INTEREST IN SCIENCE (HOMETOWNS)
9-30-97...SCHOOL ZONE NEWS BRIEFS...FACULTY MEMBER, SECRETARY GIVEN ALUMNI STATUS...CIVIL ENGINEERING SOCIETY NAMED IN HONOR OF FORMER MENTOR...CHEMISTRY OF COMPOSTING TOPIC OF R-H SEMINAR...ROSE-HULMAN STUDENTS GET COMPUTER SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIPS

10-6-97...FOOTBALL, VOLLEYBALL FACE ICAC ROAD TESTS; SOCCER HOSTS FRANKLIN IN LEAGUE OPENER
10-6-97...ROSE-HULMAN'S "HOMWORK HOTLINE" HELPING CHILDREN BETTER UNDERSTAND MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE PROBLEMS
10-7-97..."THE BARBER OF SEVILLE" - PSA - FINE ARTS SERIES
10-7-97...CHEMISTRY OF COMPOSTING TOPIC OF ROSE-HULMAN SEMINAR
10-8-97...ENOCHESS NAMED LEAGUE VOLLEYBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
10-10-97...NATIONAL OPERA COMPANY PERFORMING "BARBER OF SEVILLE" SATURDAY AT ROSE-HULMAN - FINE ARTS SERIES
10-12-97...111-YEAR OLD CLARK TELESCOPE TO OPEN ROSE-HULMAN STUDENTS' EYES TO NEW ASTRONOMICAL WONDERS
10-12-97...MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TO SHOW OFF CREATIVITY TUESDAY AT ROSE-HULMAN'S EDIBLE ENGINEERING CONTEST
10-12-97...NORMAN SCHWARZKOPF FEATURED IN LEADERSHIP TELECONFERENCE THURSDAY AT ROSE-HULMAN
10-13-97...ENGINEERS HOST WEEK FULL OF HOME EVENTS; SWIMMING HOSTS FIRST MEET ON CAMPUS
10-13-97...COMPANIES INCREASE CAMPUS RECRUITING AS COMPETITION INTENSIFIES FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE, ENGINEERING GRADS
10-14-97..."HOMWORK HOTLINE" - PSA
10-14-97...COLLEGE FAIR '97 - PSA
10-15-97...PUBLIC INVITED TO VIEW ROSE-HULMAN'S NEW SPORTS AND RECREATION CENTER ON SATURDAY
10-16-97...BUNKER HILLS' RYAN POWNALL GETS HONOR FROM STATE CONTRACTORS (HOMETOWN)
10-16-97...SCOTTSBURG'S BRIAN MEENTS, MARVIN MC GLOTHLIN TO SHARE "REALIZING THE DREAM" HONOR (HOMETOWN)
10-17-97...ROSE-HULMAN TO RECEIVE INDIANA QUALITY IMPROVEMENT AWARD
10-17-97..."HOMWORK HOTLINE" HELPS BLACKFORD COUNTY STUDENTS UNDERSTAND MATH, SCIENCE PROBLEMS
10-17-97..."HOMWORK HOTLINE" HELPS CLAY COUNTY STUDENTS UNDERSTAND MATH, SCIENCE PROBLEMS
10-20-97. Football aims for two in a row at De Pauw; soccer hosts weekend pair
10-21-97. College-bound students, parents can get answers at local college fair on Monday
10-24-97. Howard, Rogers and Sparyl named vice presidents at R-H
10-24-97. Rose-Hulman students set record at blood drive; donate 362 pints to replenish local blood bank
10-27-97. Soccer, volleyball close out regular season; cross country to run at ICAC championship; football welcomes Franklin
10-27-97. Drama club brings light to "Black Comedy" play (special to Tribune-Star)
10-30-97. Rose-Hulman saluting fathers on Saturday during "Dads Day"
10-30-97. Drama club brings light to "Black Comedy" play

11-3-97. Adriano Silva gets J. Ben Wilson Consulting Engineering Scholarship (hometown)
11-3-97. Civil Engineering Society named in honor of former mentor
11-3-97. Volleyball hosts ICAC tournament; football hosts Hanover in final ICAC game; soccer in league tournament
11-4-97. The special consensus bringing bluegrass message to R-H for fine arts series performance
11-4-97. Rose-Hulman's men's basketball team picked third, women sixth in ICAC preseason basketball poll
11-5-97. Indiana College Advancement Professionals having conference Thursday at Rose-Hulman
11-5-97. Rose-Hulman hosts 1997 ICAC volleyball tournament
11-6-97. Midwest's top high school mathematics scholars to test skills Saturday at Rose-Hulman
11-7-97. Construction begins on $6.7 million John T. Myers center for technological research with industry
11-8-97. Local high school students grab top honors in R-H math contest
11-8-97. Center Grove, Park Tudor high school students grab top honors in R-H math contest
11-8-97. Iowa City West high school grabs top honors in R-H math contest
11-8-97. Indiana Academy students grab top honors in R-H math contest
11-10-97. Engineers host NCAA III cross country regional; football finale at Washington U.
11-10-97. Rose-Hulman hosts NCAA III cross country regional at LaVern Gibson course on Saturday
11-12-97. Rose-Hulman freshman wide receiver named national football rookie of the week
11-17-97. Women's basketball kicks off third season in Pennsylvania; swimmers host Sewanee
11-23-97. R-H lands two football players on first-team academic all-district
11-23-97. Engineers land four on all-ICAC football team
11-24-97. The Tuba Ensemble - PSA - fine arts series
11-24-97. Men's basketball team opens season with busy week on the road; women's basketball team at Chatham, Earlham
11-26-97. R-H students to construct "AIDS wall" Monday to highlight health issue during World AIDS Day
11-26-97. Indiana University's Tuba Ensemble to perform holiday concert Dec. 6 at Rose-Hulman
12-1-97...MEN'S TEAM RAISES CURTAIN THURSDAY ON FIRST BASKETBALL SEASON IN HULBERT ARENA
12-4-97...HINKLE, HULSMAN NAMED TO ALL-REGION FOOTBALL TEAM
12-5-97...$273,000 IN SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE TO INDIANA'S TOP MATH STUDENTS
12-8-97...CLABBER GIRL GAME, HULBERT INVITATIONAL HIGHLIGHT BUSY WEEK OF BASKETBALL; GRAPPLERS HOST HULBERT ARENA OPENER
12-10-97...R-H PROFESSOR TO ANSWER QUESTIONS DEC. 15-19 ON NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO'S SCIENCE INTERNET WEB SITE
12-10-97...ROSE-HULMAN STUDENTS HELPING SPREAD HOLIDAY CHEER
12-10-97...SCHOOL ZONE BRIEFS...PROFESSOR TO GO ON LINE TO ANSWER ENVIRONMENTAL QUESTIONS...R-H STUDENTS HELPING SPREAD HOLIDAY CHEER...R-H PROFESSORS COMPLETE TEXTBOOKS ON MATH, OPTICS...STEEL SCULPTURE TO HONOR FORMER CIVIL ENGINEERING PROFESSOR
12-15-97...NCAA BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT REMATCH WITH NATIONAL CHAMPS SET FOR WEDNESDAY
12-16-97...NCAA REMATCH WITH ILLINOIS WESLEYAN HIGHLIGHTS BUSY WEEK AT HULBERT ARENA
12-22-97...WIN OVER ILLINOIS WESLEYAN HAS ENGINEERS PRIMED FOR HOLIDAY HOOPS TOURNAMENT
1-5-98....ICAC HOOPS SEASON BEGINS WITH REMATCH OF CO-CHAMPS, BATTLE WITH LEAGUE LEADER
1-9-98....SCHOOL ZONE BRIEFS...ACADEMIC REPUTATION, JOB PROSPECTS PUT R-H ATOP STUDENTS' LIST...VISITING SCIENTIST PROGRAM BRINGING PHYSICIST TO R-H TUESDAY...R-H COEDS SEND VALENTINES TO U.S. SERVICEMEN...RECYCLABLE ENGINEERING CONTEST TO TAP STUDENTS' CREATIVITY...WOMEN'S INDOOR SOCCER LEAGUE EXPANDS INTRAMURAL OFFERINGS...NSF CONTINUES FUNDING SUMMER MATH PROGRAM...FACULTY SPOTLIGHTS
1-12-98...HOOPS TEAMS FACE ICAC RIVALS AT HOME; TRACK HOSTS FIRST INVITE IN NEW FACILITY
1-13-98...IU BROADWAY CABARET TO PRESENT POPULAR MUSICALS AT R-H ON JANUARY 31
1-13-98...INDIANA UNIVERSITY'S "BROADWAY CABARET" - PSA - FINE ARTS SERIES
1-13-98...MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. DAY PROGRAM TO DISCUSS CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES OF BEING AFRICAN-AMERICAN
1-14-98...TOM MASON...BUSINESS STORY IDEAS...HOW WILL ECONOMIC WOES IMPACT INDIANA ECONOMY?...BUSINESS CLIMATE GOOD FOR ENTREPRENEURS, SAYS R-H ECONOMIST...DON'T COUNT ON FEDERAL BUDGET SURPLUS, CAUTIONS R-H ECONOMIST...ECONOMIC GROWTH WILL SLOW DOWN IN 1998, INFLATION WILL REMAIN LOW, SAYS ROSE-HULMAN ECONOMIST
1-19-98...CLABBER GIRL SHOWDOWN SET FOR TUESDAY; MEN TAKE WIN STREAK TO MANCHESTER
1-20-98...EGLI NAMED TO NATIONAL DIVISION III TEAM OF THE WEEK
1-23-98...DEAN'S LIST - FALL QUARTER (HOMETOWNS)
1-23-98...SCHOOL ZONE BRIEFS...R-H ENVIRONMENT AT ALL-TIME HIGH...COLLEGE-BOUND STUDENTS CAN GET HELP AT INFORMATION NIGHT...PROJECTS SOUGHT FOR CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS...R-H HOSTING BLOOD DRIVE TO HELP AREA PATIENTS...INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS PLANNING CARRY-IN DINNER...ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PROFESSOR HEADS INSTRUMENTATION GROUP...MATH, PHYSICS PROFESSORS SHOWCASE EXPERTISE
1-26-98...MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM TAKES THREE-GAME WIN STREAK TO ANDERSON, FRANKLIN

1-26-98...EXCELLENT JOB MARKET FOR ENGINEERING GRADS ATTRACTS RECORD NUMBER OF RECRUITERS TO CAREER FAIR

1-27-98..."THE MUSIC PROJECT" - PSA - FINE ARTS SERIES

1-28-98...UNDERGROUND RAILROAD LEADER TOPIC OF BLACK HISTORY MONTH PROGRAM ON TUESDAY

1-29-98...R-H DRAMA CLUB PRESENTING ONE-ACT PLAYS FEB. 6-7

1-29-98...SCHOOL ZONE BRIEFS...R-H STUDENTS TO HELP GIRL SCOUTS EARN PATCH...MOTHER'S DAY COMES EARLY AT R-H...ENGINEERING STUDENTS USE SKILLS TO HELP LOCAL COMPANIES...BUDDING ENGINEERS SET TO BUILD Balsa WOOD BRIDGES...CUMMINS COLLEGE FACULTY COMING TO ROSE-HULMAN

2-2-98....WABASH, MANCHESTER VISIT ENGINEERS FOR KEY ICAC BATTLES; WOMEN HOST DEPAUW...HOPKINS, VALENTINE, REKSEL, EGLI EARN TOP HONORS

2-3-98...."MILD" WINTER, POOR MAINTENANCE MAY MAKE POTHOLES EVEN MORE ABUNDANT ON INDIANA STATE, COUNTY ROADS THIS SPRING

2-5-98....NEW YORK CHAMBER ENSEMBLE TO PERFORM VALENTINE'S DAY CONCERT AT ROSE-HULMAN

2-5-98....PROJECTS SOUGHT FOR ROSE-HULMAN CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS

2-9-98....MEN'S HOOPS TRAVEL TO DEPAUW, HANOVER; WOMEN HOST A PAIR; WRESTLING AT HOME

2-9-98....SCHOOL ZONE BRIEFS...TEN VALLEY SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN ENGINEERING VISITATION DAY...TOMORROW'S COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY ON DISPLAY AT SENIOR EXPO...SOLAR PHANTOM LEADER NAMED TOP STUDENT LEADER

2-11-98....WABASH VALLEY MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS TO TEST SKILLS IN REGIONAL MATHCOUNTS CONTEST SATURDAY

2-12-98....SCHOOL ZONE BRIEFS...EDUCATION CONSULTANT SPEAKING AT R-H TUESDAY...ROGERS TO BE FEATURED SPEAKER AT JAPANESE UNIVERSITIES...REPA, RILEY ELECTED TO TOP SPOTS IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT...BETTER STUDENTS BEING ATTRACTED TO ROSE-HULMAN...R-H STUDENTS, FACULTY TO EXPLORE PAPER SCIENCE

2-13-98....LOCAL STUDENTS PARTICIPATING IN ENGINEERING VISITATION DAY

2-14-98....HONEY CREEK JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL WINS REGIONAL MATHCOUNTS CONTEST

2-16-98....BASKETBALL SQUADS CLOSE OUT REGULAR SEASON AT HOME; SWIMMING, WRESTLING TEAMS COMPETE FOR ICAC TITLES

2-16-98....SPECIAL TO SCHOOL ZONE...HONEY CREEK WINS REGIONAL MATHCOUNTS TITLE - CUTLINES AND PHOTOS

2-16-98....SULLIVAN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL FINISHES FIFTH IN REGIONAL MATHCOUNTS CONTEST (HOMETOWN)

2-16-98....GREENCASTLE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL FINISHES FOURTH IN REGIONAL MATHCOUNTS CONTEST

2-17-98....OWENSBORO'S ERIC WARD NAMED STUDENT LEADER OF THE MONTH AT ROSE-HULMAN

2-22-98....NEWS BRIEFS...TOMORROW'S COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY ON DISPLAY MONDAY AT SENIOR EXPO...TEN VALLEY SCHOOLS PARTICIPATING IN ENGINEERING VISITATION DAY

2-23-98....HOOPS TEAMS FACE HANOVER TO BEGIN ICAC TOURNAMENT; BASEBALL OPENS IN FLORIDA

2-24-98....AREA HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS TO LEARN THAT BEING A NERD IS COOL DURING ENGINEERING VISITATION DAY
2-25-98...ROSE-HULMAN BASEBALL TEAM OPENS 1998 SEASON IN FLORIDA
2-26-98...REKSEL HAS NATION'S TOP TIME IN 400 METERS
2-27-98...SOLAR-POWERED CAR COMING TO PLYMOUTH AND PENN HIGH SCHOOLS ON TUESDAY

3-2-98....SCHOOL ZONE BRIEFS...R-H STUDENTS FORM SADD CHAPTER...WATER RESOURCE PROJECTS ARE FINALISTS IN NATIONAL CONTEST...SOLAR PHANTOM TRAVELING THROUGH NORTHERN INDIANA THIS WEEK...CIVIL ENGINEERING STUDENTS LEND HELPING HAND TO LOCAL WOMAN...SCHOLARS CAN TEST SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE AT "ROSE BOWL"...COMPUTER SCIENCE FACULTY PLAY BIG ROLE IN CONFERENCES

3-5-98....ROSE-HULMAN RECEIVES $10,000 CINERGY FOUNDATION GIFT
3-9-98....REKSEL, LOFTUS POISED FOR NCAA TRACK TITLE MEET; BASEBALL HOSTS MIDEAST INVITE
3-9-98....SCHOOL ZONE BRIEFS...AREA HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARS READY FOR REGIONAL JETS CONTEST...R-H HONORED AS INDIANA NATIONAL ROAD SCHOOL...COLLEGE MATH SCHOLARS GET TOP BILLING AT CONFERENCE

3-10-98....PIANO DUO MAKES BEAUTIFUL MUSIC ON AND OFF STAGE
3-12-98....COLLEGE MATHEMATICS SCHOLARS GET BILLING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT R-H CONFERENCE
3-12-98....TERRE HAUTE NORTH, SOUTH VERNMILLION AND CLAY CITY CAPTURE REGIONAL JETS TEAMS TITLES THURSDAY
3-13-98....ENGINEERS IN CONCERT -PSA
3-16-98....LOFTUS WINS HIS SECOND NCAA POLE VAULT TITLE; VALENTINE VIES FOR NCAA SWIMMING TITLE; BASEBALL HOSTS R-H INVITE
3-18-98....ROSE-HULMAN HONORS STUDENT-ATHLETES AT ANNUAL WINTER AWARDS BANQUET
3-20-98....VAN DYK IS ICAC BASKETBALL NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR; SPEICH, FULK ALSO EARN ALL-CONFERENCE HONORS
3-20-98....EGLI NAMED TO ALL-DISTRICT BASKETBALL TEAM
3-23-98....MEN'S TENNIS ON A ROLL; TRACK OPENS OUTDOOR SEASON; BASEBALL OPENS ICAC PLAY
3-24-98....STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OFFICERS (REPA - RILEY)
3-24-98....REGIONAL JETS CONTEST (HOMETOWNS)
3-24-98....NICHOLS NAMED ICAC BASEBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
3-25-98....R-H STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF TO SHOWCASE MUSICAL TALENTS SATURDAY IN "ENGINEERS IN CONCERT"
3-30-98....BASEBALL WINS FOUR OF FIVE LAST WEEK; TENNIS ROLLING ALONG AT 8-1
3-31-98....SIMS NAMED ICAC BASEBALL PITCHER OF THE WEEK

4-1-98....R-H TEAM WINS STATE CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN CONTEST
4-6-98....TRACK TRIO QUALIFIES FOR NCAA TITLE MEET; BASEBALL TIED ATOP ICAC; TENNIS NOW 10-1
4-12-98....NEWS BRIEFS...R-H SETS RECORD FOR DONATIONS TO LOCAL BLOOD BANK...FRATERNITY PLANS MARATHON TO HELP YOUTHS WITH CANCER...INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS TO SHOWCASE HOME CULTURES AT FAIR...STUDENTS TO SPRUCE UP CAMPUS DURING BEAUTIFICATION DAY...SPRING ENROLLMENT AT ALL-TIME HIGH -- 1,589 STUDENTS
4-13-98....GIANCOLA TO RECEIVE CHAUNCEY ROSE MEDAL AND DELIVER SCHMIDT LECTURE
4-13-98....TERRE HAUTE SOUTH, CLAY CITY AND MARSHALL CAPTURE STATE TITLES IN JETS TEAMS CONTEST
4-13-98...BASEBALL HEADING INTO HOMESTAND TIED FOR ICAC LEAD; TENNIS TO BATTLE DEPAUW
4-13-98...ROSE-HULMAN'S 70TH ANNUAL ROSE SHOW - PSA
4-13-98...R-H DRAMA CLUB MUSICAL, "SOME LIKE IT HOT" - PSA
4-14-98...SOLAR-POWERED CARS TO TRACE HISTORY; TRAVEL ACROSS U.S. 40 IN JUNE ROAD RALLY
4-15-98...CAIN NAMED ICAC BASEBALL PITCHER OF THE WEEK
4-16-98...JETS TEAMS COMPETITION (HOMETOWNS)
4-20-98...GERMAN'S ROLE IN GLOBAL ECONOMY TOPIC OF LECTURE AT R-H
4-20-98...ENGINEERS HOST ICAC TRACK CHAMPIONSHIP; BASEBALL HOSTS MANCHESTER IN ICAC BATTLE
4-22-98...R-H TO BE FINISH LINE FOR SOLAR CAR RACE THAT TRAVELS ACROSS HISTORIC U.S. 40
4-22-98...R-H HOSTS ICAC TRACK AND FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS SATURDAY AT INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY'S MARKS FIELD
4-22-98...DRAMA CLUB PRESENTING MUSICAL VERSION OF "SOME LIKE IT HOT" (SPECIAL TO TRIBUNE-STAR)
4-24-98...DEAN'S LIST - WINTER QUARTER (HOMETOWNS)
4-27-98...ENGINEERS HOST ANDERSON IN BATTLE FOR ICAC BASEBALL TITLE; GOLF AT ICAC MEET
4-27-98...ROSE-HULMAN'S 70TH ANNUAL ROSE SHOW ALLOWS AREA RESIDENTS TO EXPLORE WONDERS OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING
4-27-98...LATEST MILITARY WEAPONS, EQUIPMENT TO BE DISPLAYED DURING SPECIAL EXHIBIT WEDNESDAY AT R-H
4-28-98...TWO LOCAL TEACHERS TO BE HONORED SATURDAY BY ROSE-HULMAN
5-1-98...RESTORATION STUDY OF LAPEL STORE BUILDING WINS STATE CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN CONTEST
5-4-98...CLAY CITY FINISHES THIRD NATIONALLY IN JETS ACADEMIC COMPETITION
5-4-98...R-H TEAM WINS STATE CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN CONTEST (HOMETOWNS)
5-4-98...ENGINEERS WIN ICAC GOLF TITLE; BASEBALL PLAYS FOR ICAC TOURNAMENT TITLE THIS WEEK
5-5-98...BUSINESS STORY IDEAS...HOT JOB MARKET FOR ENGINEERING GRADUATES...FACTORS OTHER THAN SALARY IMPORTANT TO RECRUITING '98 GRADS...STUDENTS DEVELOP TOP-SELLING COMPUTER GAME, POPULAR INTERNET BUSINESS...COMPANIES GIVE SENIORS ON THE JOB EXPERIENCE IN PROJECTS
5-8-98...STUDENTS HELP CONSTRUCT PEDIATRIC DEVICE TO HELP TWO-YEAR-OLD BOY REACH FOR THE FUTURE (HOMETOWNS-ANDERSON, GARRETT, BARCUS)
5-11-98...BASEBALL THIRD AT ICAC TOURNAMENT; LOFTUS BREAKS SCHOOL POLE VAULT RECORD
5-12-98...THREE R-H PROFESSORS TO BE HONORED SUNDAY FOR 112 YEARS OF TEACHING
5-14-98...LOFTUS TAKES TOP HONORS AT R-H ANNUAL ATHLETIC AWARDS BANQUET
5-15-98...BLOOMFIELD'S HEATHER MARUSEK ON FAST TRACK; EARN R-H ENGINEERING DEGREE IN THREE YEARS
5-18-98...CAIN, COSTA NAMED TO ACADEMIC ALL-DISTRICT BASEBALL TEAM
5-20-98...GOVERNOR O'BANNON, MARI HULMAN GEORGE AMONG SIX TO RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREES
5-20-98...IU PROFESSOR DAVIDSON TO RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREE FROM ROSE-HULMAN (HOMETOWN)
5-20-98...WILTON CORP. CHAIRMAN TO RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREE (HOMETOWN)
5-20-98...PENSACOLA RESIDENT TO RECEIVE HONORARY DEGREE (HOMETOWN)
5-20-98...R-H TRIO TO PARTICIPATE IN NCAA III OUTDOOR TRACK & FIELD CHAMPIONSHIPS
5-21-98...COLUMBIA CITY'S RYAN WARD ON FAST TRACK; EARNS ROSE-HULMAN ENGINEERING DEGREE -- WITH HONORS -- IN THREE YEARS
5-21-98...SUBBERT EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS; REKSEL ADVANCES TO FINALS IN FIRST DAY OF NCAA III TRACK CHAMPIONSHIPS
5-22-98...HULBERT TO REPRESENT INDIANA PRIVATE COLLEGES AT EDUCATION SUMMIT
5-26-98...LOFTUS, REKSEL, SUBBERT EARN ALL-AMERICAN HONORS; LOFTUS NAMED TO ACADEMIC ALL-DISTRICT SQUAD
5-27-98...HINKLE, SAUNDERS AND KEMPF RECOGNIZED FOR BEING TOP OF THEIR CLASSES AT R-H (HONORS AND AWARDS)
5-28-98...O'BANNON TO GIVE COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS, MARI HULMAN GEORGE GETTING HONORARY DEGREE AT ROSE-HULMAN'S 120TH COMMENCEMENT
5-28-98...MINNEAPOLIS' MATTHEW LEPINSKI GETS GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP TO CONTINUE STUDIES IN MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE (HOMETOWN)

6-1-98...ROSE-HULMAN'S AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS STUDENT CHAPTER NAMED NATION'S BEST
6-2-98...NATIONAL ROAD SOLAR CAR RALLY
6-4-98...LOCAL STUDENT CHOSEN TO SERVE AS RESIDENT ASSISTANT AT ROSE-HULMAN (HOMETOWNS)
6-4-98...ROSE-HULMAN'S SOLAR PHANTOM LEADS AT HALFWAY POINT OF NATIONAL ROAD SOLAR CAR RALLY; FINISH SATURDAY IN TERRE HAUTE
6-5-98...SIX RECEIVE SPECIAL AWARDS AT R-H COMMENCEMENT
6-5-98...DEAN'S OUTSTANDING TEACHER AWARD - CARL ABEGG (HOMETOWN & ALUMNI)
6-8-98...BOARD OF TRUSTEES OUTSTANDING SCHOLAR AWARD - HOUTHALEN (ALUMNI)
6-15-98...SOLAR PHANTOM TO HELP CHART COURSE FOR NEXT SUMMER'S SUNRAYCE 99 RACE FROM WASHINGTON, D.C., TO ORLANDO
6-15-98...INDIANA TEACHERS RETURN TO CLASS IN STATE-FUNDED EFFORT TO IMPROVE TEENAGERS' MATHEMATICS SKILLS
6-16-98...RYAN LOFTUS NAMED NATIONAL ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICAN OF THE YEAR
6-23-98...VETERAN ENGINEERING EDUCATOR NAMED ACADEMIC VP AND DEAN
6-23-98...COSTA NAMED TO ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA BASEBALL TEAM
6-25-98...HULBERT HONORED FOR SUPPORT OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP

7-6-98...ROSE-HULMAN WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM JOINS THE MEN IN ACADEMIC RECOGNITION
7-6-98...GRADUATING CLASS OF 1998 (HOMETOWNS)
7-15-98...PURDY NAMED HEAD OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
7-22-98...R-H RECEIVES STATEWIDE KEYSTONE AWARD, NAMED VALLEY MARKETER OF THE YEAR FOR HOSTING SUNRAYCE 97
7-23-98...LUEGENBIEHL NEW DEPARTMENT HEAD; RECEIVES NATIONAL AWARD FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO ENGINEERING EDUCATION
7-27-98...DEAN'S LIST - SPRING QUARTER (HOMETOWNS)